A systematic first-principles study of atomic strings made by group IV, III-V, and II-VI elements has revealed interesting mechanical, electronic, and transport properties. The double bond structure underlies their unusual properties. We found that linear chain of C, Si, Ge, SiGe, GaAs, InSb, and CdTe are stable and good conductor, although their parent diamond (zincblende) crystals are covalent ( Active research on metal nanowires has been driven by their strange atomic structures and unusual physical properties.
Technologically, the problem of interconnects between nanodevices is still a real challenge and awaiting for the controllable synthesis of nanowires which can make good contacts. In contrast to metal nanowires, carbon nanotubes, and carbon strings [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] which have been thoroughly investigated, there is not much known about atomic chains made by group IV (Si, Ge, Sn), group III-V (BN, AlP, GaAs, Insb, etc.) and group II-VI (ZnSe, CdTe, etc.) elements. [7] [8] [9] [10] In the current trend of miniaturization of electronic devices there has been a growing interest in stability and conductivity of the atomic wires of these elements which make well-known 3D covalent or polar semiconductor crystals leading to important optoelectronic applications. 11, 12 In this letter, we performed firstprinciples pseudopotential plane wave calculation using VASP software 13 within generalized gradient approximation 14 to reveal geometric, electronic, and transport properties of atomic strings made by group IV, III-V, and II-VI elements. While efforts have been intensified to synthesize, stable carbon-chains 15, 16 and silicon chains, 17 present results are expected to bring about a new perspective to the applied reseach on molecular electronics. 18 All structures are treated by supercell geometry including several atoms, and all atomic positions and lattice parameters are optimized by minimizing total energy and atomic forces. Depending upon the ultrasoft pseudopotential of the elements, 13 the kinetic energy cutoffs 300 eVϽប 2 ͓k + G͔ 2 / ͑2m͒ Ͻ 340 eV have been used. Brillouin zone of the smallest supercell is sampled by 61 special k-points, while the number of k-points of the larger supercell is scaled according to the size of the cell. A thorough analysis of stability has been performed by reoptimizing atomic structure after displacing atoms from their original optimized positions. Furthermore, ab initio molecular dynamics calculations carried out at 800 K for large number of time steps to check whether the string structures remain stable at high temperature. We considered various string structures, such as linear chain (LC), narrow angle (NZ), and wide angle (WZ) planar zigzag, helix (HX), and ring (R N , N being number of atoms in the ring) structures. These structures and their characteristic parameters are shown in Fig. 1 . Table I summarizes our results for bonding, electronic, and geometric structure of various strings obtained from our calculations. The electronic band structure and total charge density contour plots of selected LC structures are shown in Fig. 2 The LC is a stable structure for all elemental and compound strings studied in this work. The binding energy per atom for group IV elements (per basis for group III-V and II-VI compounds) is close to bulk binding (cohesive) energy. High binding energies despite only two nearest neighbors of each atom is due to the double bond (one, -bond by s + p z valance orbitals and two, -bond by p x,y valance orbitals). The double-bonding pattern is reflected in mechanical properties of these linear structures. For example, the elastic stiffness defined by = ͉d 2 E / d 2 ⑀͉ ⑀=0 (i.e., second derivative of the strain energy per basis with respect to axial strain) is calculated to be 32 and 100 eV for Si-LC and AlP-LC, respectively. Interestingly, single-wall carbon nanotubes have in the range of 50-60 eV. The double bond is covalent in the strings made by group IV elements, but it gains some polar character due to the charge transfer from group III (II) element to group V (VI) element in the compound strings. The polarity of the bonds is expected to bring about additional constraints in the atomic and electronic structure. The character of the bonds is displayed in Fig. 2 contour plots. The covalent character of the bonds of C, Si, and Ge linear chains is depicted by the symmetry of contour lines and also by the bond charge at the center of the bond. However, in compound LCs, such as BN and GaAs, the charge distribution becomes asymmetric, and bond-charge shifts towards anion. This situation is reminiscent of those found in bulk crystals, but the distribution of charge exhibits differences.
The double bond formation is essential not only for high binding energy, but also for electronic structure and ballistic conductance. In C-LC, the doubly degenerate band crosses the Fermi level at k z = /2c and becomes half filled. This situation gives rise to Peierls distortion in C-LC. 10 Whereas Si, Ge, and Sn-LC behave differently; in addition to doubly degenerate -band, *-band dips below the Fermi level near the zone edge. This way the double bond is slightly delocalized and accordingly the cohesive energy is relatively lowered. Consequently, Peierls' dimerization cannot occur in Si-, Ge-, Sn-LC structures. Three bands crossing the Fermi level also refute similar dimerization in metallic compounds given in Table I .
Planar NZ and WZ zigzag structures are derived from string and their apex angle ␣ have been calculated to be ϳ60°and ϳ120°, respectively. Because of equilateral triangle structure of NZ, each atom forms four bonds. Previously it was found that metal atoms, such as Al, Au, etc. form these LC, WZ, and NZ structures. 19 They appear as local minima on the Born-Oppenheimer surface with LC having lowest but NZ highest binding energy. In the present, study we found the same trend for the string structures of Si, Ge, Sn, and SiGe, whereby the binding energy of NZ is ϳ20% higher than that of LC; WZ has an intermediate value.
In contrast to III-V row elements, C, BN, and SiC make neither stable WZ nor NZ structure, inspite of the fact that both structures lead to positive binding energy. This situation can be explained by the relatively shorter bond distance of C, BN, and SiC, which leads to stronger ionic repulsion in closed structures. For the compound strings of the third and higher row elements, WZ occurs with binding energy relatively higher than that of LC; but NZs become unstable and are transformed to other exotic structures. Strong repulsive force between two anions or two cations in the nearest neighbor distance of NZ structure is the prime cause of instability. On the other hand, HX and R N structures are stable for C and BN, but are not formed by the rest of the elements and compounds in Table I . In BN, HX and R N are polygons where flat edges are made by BN basis, where B atoms are placed at the corners of polygon. The C-ring structure exhibits bond alternation and bond angle alternation depending on the number of carbon atoms N forming the ring. 8 We note that LC of C, Si, Ge, Sn, GeSi, GaAs, InSb, and CdTe are metallic, but BN, SiC, AlP, and ZnSe are semiconductor. As a prototype band structure, first and second lowest valence bands of BN-LC are nondegenerate and are derived from 2s and 2p z valence orbitals of nitrogen. The third band is doubly degenerate and has 2p x,y orbital character. The first conduction band is derived mainly from boron orbitals. The indirect band gap, E g = 4 eV for BN, 1.6 eV for AlP, but diminishes for GaAs and InSb. The analysis of quantum ballistic conductance of a finite string between two electrodes, is crucial for the metallic connection of devices in nanoelectronics. However, this requires the detailed knowledge of the contacts. Here, we consider only the quantum ballistic conductance of infinite C-LC and Si-LC by using Green's function method within orthogonal empirical tight-binding method and Landauer formula G =2e 2 / h T (T is the transmission function to be obtained from the trace of retarded and advanced Green's functions and coupling functions 20 ). Since the character of the bonds in LC is different from bulk bonds, the energy parameters obtained from bulk diamond and silicon crystals are not transferable. Then we first fit the energy parameters to the first-principles bands calculated in this study. In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the tight-binding bands and the ballistic conductance of perfect infinite linear chain of C and Si calculated using tightbinding Green's functions method. We see that for very small bias voltage Si-LC is better conductor than C-LC, and both Si and C are better conductor than Au-LC having conductance only G = G 0 . We note that the number of band states at a given energy N determines the ballistic conductance G of a perfect, infinite nanowire, since each of these band crossing states yields a current transporting state with unit transmission function ͑T =1͒. As a result the conductance at a given energy is G = NG 0 .
In conclusion, we showed that stable string structures made by individual group IV or group III-V and II-VI elements can be formed. The double bond pattern underlies unusual physical properties, such as high elastic stiffness, cohesive energy and quantum conductance higher than Au and Cu atomic chains. In general, the conductance of metallic (band gap of semiconducting) strings increases (decreases) with increasing row number of elements in the periodic table. The polarity of the bonds increases with increasing valency difference of elements forming the compound. First row elements display different behavior; while they form stable linear chain, helix, and ring structures, they lead to instabilities in zigzag structures. 
